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Dear Fly Fishing Enthusiasts 

 
We hope this finds you doing well! I 
know the weather has not been 
very conducive to many of us in the 
west for late winter early spring 
fishing.  Many of our rivers are 
completely blown out and flows are 
way out of whack.  Take for 
example the Owyhee River in 
Oregon. Normal flows in the 
summer are 250cfs and already at 
one point it was flowing over 
3200cfs. Hopefully waters will 
begin to settle real soon as it was 
unfortunate to miss the first big bug 
(skwala) of the season.  If there is 
no fishing to be had, it must be a 
great time to get your flies and 

equipment honed in for late spring/summer and tie, tie, 
and tie some more! 
 
 
Dad and Mom have been diligently working on the new 
book, Winter on a Dry Fly and are pleased to announce 
the finishing touches are being made now.  We are 
inches away from sending it to the publisher.  Winter on 
a Dry Fly is another fun and educational experience.  
The format is a lot like Addicted to the Rise: A 33-clip 
DVD follows the concepts in the book, blogs are 
sprinkled within the pages, and lots of still photos. And 
just like Addicted to the Rise, Winter on a Dry Fly comes 
with a one-year subscription to our River Report Blogs. 
See Page 3 for more details!  

 
 
If you are in the Eastern 
Idaho area April 21-22, we would love to say hello to you 
during the Eastern Idaho Fly Tying Expo. We are very 
excited for this opportunity to return to this show.  There are 
free presentations; and if you haven’t seen one of our 
presentations, it is time!  No whiteboards, still-photo shows, 
or fillers. Our objection: To teach dry fly fishing with video to 
back up the concepts.  Get ready Eastern Idaho, we are 
coming for you! 
 
Have a great three months; we will check in July, thanks, 

and tight lines!   
 

Geoff 

mailto:geoff@dryflyinnovations.com
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com
http://srcexpo.com/


 Boxes of the Quarter 

May Day!®: Six dozen of the finest mayfly collection ever assembled, with No Hackles and Single Up-

right wings that can be fished year round throughout the Northwest  

Emerger-cy®: Seven dozen hatching and emerging patterns arranged in the small Umpqua Pro Guide 

Series Box.  

Caddis Patch®: Eight dozen custom designed caddis arranged in the medium Umpqua Pro Guide  

Series Box.  

https://www.dryflyinnovations.com/documents/may-day-3-16.pdf
https://www.dryflyinnovations.com/documents/emerger-cy-3-16.pdf
https://www.dryflyinnovations.com/documents/caddis-patch-3-16.pdf


Preview! 

 
 

 
We are excited to 
announce that our second 
book, Winter on a Dry Fly 
will be going into print 
shortly and should be 
available mid May. It is 
approximately 200 pages, 
includes a 90-minute 33-
clip video, and a 1-year 
free subscription to our 
River Report Blogs! And 
just like our previous 
book, Addicted to the 

Rise, there’s a chapter for the fly tyer for “Brum’s 
Top 10 Wintertime Bugs” with recipes. 
 
To see a sample of the video clips, a couple of 
blogs, and a few pages, click here! 

https://www.dryflyinnovations.com/preview


April Tips & Bug Selections 

 Blood Midge #22, #20  Hoagie Cripple Black #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20 

BWO Colored Emerger #20, #22 

BWO Convertible #22, #20 BWO Hatching Emerger #20 BWO SUW #22, #20 

 
Tip: You might consider rigging two rods.  Inevitably you will still encounter small bugs that 

appropriately need to be fished on 6X tippet.  If you start the morning off with a #10 Slow 

Stone or a #10 Black Gold Hardback, you will want 4X minimum for the tapered leader and 

possibly splice some 5X tippet to that if you need.  In no way shape or form are you going to 

fish a #20 BWO Colored Emerger or a #22 Caddidge on 4X or 5X tippet.  Rig your 5wt with 

the heavier tapered leaders and tippets. Rig the 4wt rod for 6X tapered leader and tippet and 

be prepared when the hatch arrives.  Don’t be that guy on the bank who is totally re-rigging 

because he brought only one rod.  Hatch windows are precious and should be treated as such. 

Waste no time on re-rigging, simply bring two rods to the river and rig them both in the  
morning.  Your 4wt rod would have gotten a heck of a stretch and I guarantee your first cast 

will be straight as an arrow to a feeding fish. 

 

Get out there and enjoy a great month to be a “Dry Fly Guy!” 

 

An awesome time of year for a lot of our western rivers.  Skwala are crawling the rivers’  
edges, BWO hatches are usually pretty thick, midges are always present, but our good friend caddis start to show up too.  The 

leading edge of caddis is prime time to hook large fish  
because it’s one meal a fish will not refuse.  Start packing a caddis box with you to the river; if you catch it right, you could be 

in for an epic trip! 

 
It’s also a great month for “Searcher” fishing.  With the height of the skwala in action, one could always tie on a Slow Stone 

and work the water.  Once the caddis are in the system, tie on a #20 Emperor Caddis Black and search with it.  April is fun 

because you can finally start throwing bigger bugs on a more consistent basis.  If you are fishing on an overcast day, the BWO 

hatch could come off and then you’re right in the middle of feeding fish.  April also gives us more time to fish in the evenings—

caddis roam at night and in the waning hours of daylight.  Winter rules are behind us; you can show up to the river earlier and 

searcher fish until the hatch.  When the hatch wanes, you can go right to a caddis pattern to finish your evening.  Don’t over-

look April, it is a tremendous time for dry fly fishing! 



Hoagie Spent Midge  #22, #20  Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22 

April Bug Selections 

Mahogany Comparadun #20 

Slow Stone Brown or Olive #10 

Green Tantalizer #18 

Emperor Caddis Black #20 

BWO Comparadun #20 BWO No Hackle #22, #20 BWO Twofer 20 

Black Gold #12, #10 

Emperor Caddis Green #20 

Poly Midge #24- #20 



May Tips & Bug Selections 

 Blood Midge #22, #20 

 Hoagie Cripple Black #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20 

BWO Colored Emerger #20, #22 Searching Emerger #16, #14 

Baetis Tantalizer #18 Callibaetis Tantalizer #18, #16 

 

 
Tip: May is a great month to get your summer fly boxes organized. 

Make sure you know exactly where your caddis and mayflies are as 

well as your “Searcher” bugs. 

 

Good luck and I hope many large fish find the net! 

This is the month where things start to get a little tricky.  Salmonflies and  
cicada show up. Caddis have settled in and fish are starting to key on them throughout portions of 

the day.  Then on overcast days, BWOs and midges recur. Add to that the larger mayflies.  March 

Browns and PMDs appear. There’s a myriad of both large and small bugs that a fish may select. Your 

job is to find the “money bug” each day you fish in May. 

 
The best way to attack May is with the 2-rod system as discussed above. Rig the 5wt for a big bug 

delivery and the 4wt for small bugs. And be prepared to match multiple hatches. 



Hoagie Spent Midge  #22, #20  Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22 

May Bug Selections 

Emperor Caddis Green #20, #18 

Callibaetis Searcher #16, #14 Black Gold #12, #10 

BWO Comparadun #20 

Emperor Caddis Black #20, #18 

PMD Searcher #16, #14 

BWO Twofer 20 PMD Convertible #18 

Callibaetis Convertible #18 

Brown or Olive Slow Stone #10 



June Tip & Bug Selections 

 Baetis Tantalizer #18 

Callibaetis Convertible  #18  Hatching PMD #20, #18 

Green Drake #12, #10 

Searching Emerger #16, #14 

PMD Convertible #18 

Callibaetis Tantalizer #18, #16 Brown Drake #12, #10 

OK, it’s BIG BUG SEASON!!!  This is one of the most coveted times of the year because it 

brings the largest selections of bugs that.  First on the big bug list is everyone’s favorite to 

chase—the golden stone. When this hatch occurs get to the river quick.  Salmonflies The 

golden stone window is about 30 days, and fish fill up on them very quickly.  If your timing is 

on, you will have the time of your life; if you are late, pack your caddis and mayflies.  Drakes 

begin to arrive this month. They are another gigantic bug for fish. They can be spotty—on the 

water one day and gone the next.  Fish love drakes and they could be a very productive hatch 

for anglers if timing is right.  Another large mayfly present in the system around this time of 

year is the flav.  It can be a huge producer for anglers; this hatch really gets intense during the 

last hour of daylight on most rivers.  June is all about timing. 

 

One of dad’s favorite answers when asked, “What is your favorite stonefly?”  is a #20  
Emperor Caddis in any color.  There is tremendous power in that statement. Yes there are 

large bugs you can be throwing, but fish never lose focus on their mainstays. One of their 

favorite foods of all time is caddis.  Have no patience with your large bugs in June; if they are 

on, they are dynamite.  If they are not on the big bug, don’t waste your time—the fish are 

gorged out.  Always pack your small bugs during this month! 

 
Tip: When gearing for this time of year, I mentioned that you should bring just about every 

single fly that you own. On any given day BWOs and midges are abundant, caddis, PMDs, 

callibaetis, drakes, and flavs are in the system.  But there are some patterns that should be 

with you from June until the end of the summer and fall. Pack your terrestrials religiously.  

Fish know they are not a hatch but a tremendous food source.  An ant or beetle falls into the 

water from overhanging brush and trees and fish will gobble them up.  

 

Good luck this June and tight lines! 



 PMD Searcher #16, #14 

June Bug Selections 

Callibaetis Searcher #16, #14 

Emperor Caddis Black #20, #18 Peacock Caddis #16, #14 

Cicada #10, #8 

Black Gold #10- #6 

Black Ant #16, #14 Beetle #14, #12 

Salmonfly #6 Joe’s Stone #4 

Emperor Caddis Olive Brown #18 

Flav Searcher #16 


